
CHIVALRY THESIS CRIME AND DEVIANCE

When trying to explain crime statistics showing that men commit many more criminal acts than Chivalry Thesis.
Group(s): Crime and Deviance Key Terms.

Thus, although Parsons claims to explain gender differences in crime in terms of socialisation, his explanation
is based on biological assumptions about sex differences. These combine to make many women both more
afraid of the risk-taking involved in crime, as well as giving them fewer opportunities than men to commit
crime. This ignores the importance of free will and choice in offending. She found that women were are
encouraged to conform to: The class deal:The material rewards that arise from working in paid employment,
enabling women to purchase things like consumer goods and enjoy a respectable life and home; The gender
deal:The rewards that arise from fulfilling their roles in the family and home, with material and emotional
support from a male breadwinner. Women are assert their identity through binge drinking, gang culture,
risk-taking, being hard and in control, and peer-related violence etc. Males are more likely to commit serious
crimes. This suggests that there is no sympathetic bias for or against women. Graham and Bowling They
found young males were 2. An alternate theory is the double deviance theory. Chivalry thesis This argues that
the criminal justice system CJS is more lenient to women, because its agents - police officers, judges, juries
etc. This suggests that the criminal justice system does treat woman more leniently. Such women may then
make a rational decision to choose crime as it offers the possibilities of benefits like money, food and
consumer goods which are not otherwise available. Pat Carlen She found Scottish courts were much more
likely to jail women whose children were in care than women whom they saw as good mothers. They see it as
a male-dominated institution and feel their treatment has been unsympathetic and unjust. Cohen He believed
the absence of an adult male role model in the home means boys are more likely to turn to all-male street
gangs as a source of masculine identity. They have deviated from accepted social norms by breaking the law
and deviated from gender norms which state how woman should behave. HOWEVER she did include more
trivial petty crimes than official statistics do McRobbie Argues that "Bedroom Culture" means girls spend
most of their time in magazines or round friends houses socialising. Functionalist Talcott Parsons traces
differences in crime and deviance to the gender roles in the traditional nuclear family. Connell She argues that
masculinity is an 'accomplishment' - something that men have to constantly work at constructing and
presenting to others. She calls this Hegemonic Masculinity and can lead to crime if men feel the need to prove
their manhood Hegemonic Masculinity The socially approved idea of what a real male is. Sandra Walklate
She argues that in rape cases it is the victim who is on trial, since she has to prove her respectability in order to
have her evidence accepted- which is unfair. Women have begun to adopt traditional male roles in both
legitimate work and illegitimate spheres crime. Frances Heindensohn She notes the double standards of courts
punishing girls, but not boys, for promiscuous sexual activity.


